
Our company is looking for a substation engineer. Thank you in advance for taking
a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for substation engineer

Responsible for the technical design of substations involving equipment
layouts, general arrangements, sections, bus & cable calculations, grounding,
shielding, lighting and their associated studies
Responsible for the creation and review of material and equipment
specifications
Lead project teams that execute the design, analysis, or evaluation of
assigned individual and team projects using sound engineering principles and
adhering to business standards, practices, procedures, and product /
program requirements
Plans, organizes, and supervises the work of a staff of engineering
professionals and technicians
Preparation of project specifications for equipment and bulk materials
purchase and installation, and support procurement effort
Preparation of substation single line drawings and calculations for fault
calculations, grounding, lightning protection, rigid bus bracing, transformer
sizing, Transformer arrester selection and insulation coordination calculation,
and AC and DC auxiliary system sizing calculations
Detail physical design of substation including equipment arrangement, bus
works, grounding and lightning protection and all the associate civil,
structural and mechanical engineering works including the building,
foundations, structure configuration, structures, HVAC and so on with the
support of in-house specialist
Detail electrical design of substation including all logic diagrams, single/three
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Protective relay settings with the support of in-house experts
Preparation of bill of material for all substation components

Qualifications for substation engineer

Ability to read, understand and develop electrical drawings (one-line, three-
line, protective relaying, elementary diagrams, connection diagrams,
schematics)
Strong knowledge of relevant codes and standards such as the NEC, NFPA,
IEEE, IEC
Ability to meet project schedules and work under pressure
Willingness to work on electrical engineering projects that may not be
directly related to HV Substation Design
Registration as a Professional Engineer (P.E) in the State Of California is
required
Support preparation of standard technical specifications based on IEC and
British Standards


